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Abc it's easy as 123 remix

Did you like this song? (click on the star for the ratio) A buh-buh buh-buh A buh You went to school to learn, girl Things C like you never knew before and why does it make 2 plus 2 4 Now, now, I'm going to teach you everything about love, sit yourself about love, take a seat all you have to do is re-click after me ABC , as
easy as 123 do-re-mi ABC, 123, baby You and me, girl ABC, as easy as 123 do-re-mi ABC, 123, baby You and I come, let me love me a little bit, let me love you a little bit, let me teach you how to tell come on, let's show you what it is about reading, writing and arithmetic every day without the branches of the tree but
without the roots of love , girl your education t-t-teacher will not show you the whole ad to you a Nyah, nyah, nyah Magic, you have to listen to me in both, this abc has to do, easy 123 do-re-mi ABC, 123, baby you and I, girl ABC, easy as simple 123 do-re-mi ABC, 123, baby You and I sit down, girl I think no, get up, girl
show me what you can do! Shake it, shake it, baby, now shake it, shake baby, ooh, ooh shake it, baby, ha 123, baby, ooh, ooh Abc, baby, no, no Do-re-mi, baby, ha how easy love this can be 123, baby ABC, baby Do-re-mi, baby It's easy, it's easy to count 3 simple melodies like counting how easy this love can be Come
on, Lemme shows you what ABC is, like counting an easy, simple tune to 3. (click on the star for the ratio) A buh-buh buh-buh A buh You went to school to learn, girl Things like I never knew before C and why 2 plus 2 does 4 Now, now, I'm going to teach you, sit yourself down about love, sit yourself about love, get a
seat all you have to do is re-click after me ABC, 123 as easy do-re-mi ABC, 123 , baby You and me, girl ABC, as easy as 123 do-re-mi ABC, 123, baby You and I come, let me love me a little bit come on, let me love you a little bit, I'll teach you how to tell it come on, one, let me show you what it is about reading, writing
and arithmetic branches of the learning tree but every day without the roots of love, girl Your education will not show you the whole of the t-t-teacher's deed , nyah, nyah Magic, you listen to both me That's all you have to do. Do-re-mi ABC is as simple as 123 easy, 123, baby You and I, girl ABC, 123 as simple as do-remi ABC, 123, baby You and I sit down, girl I think I love you No, get up, girl show me what you can do! Shake it, shake it, baby, now shake it, shake baby, ooh, ooh shake it, baby, ha 123, baby, ooh, ooh Abc, baby, no, no Do-re-mi, baby, ha how easy love this can be 123, baby ABC, baby Do-re-mi, baby It's easy, it's
easy to count 3 simple melodies like counting how easy this love can be Come on, Lemme shows you what ABC is, like counting an easy, simple melody to 3. It's time to help someone else teach the alphabet. In this project, the class will create an electronic ABC book with letters, pictures and sounds! Engage has
probably been sharing books on the alphabet, such as Chicka, Chicka, Boom, Boom and Dr Seuss's ABC. These help make learning and using the alphabet fun, and help students start thinking about how letters are associators with sounds and words. Once students have developed some expertise in the alphabet, let
them know that they will create a book to teach other students. Share the book from A to Z in online sources and read Chris Van Allsburg's The Z was Zapped (it was Z). To finish your class ABC book, explain to the class that each student will be responsible for one letter of the alphabet (or more if your class size is
smaller). Allow students to select their letters or assign them based on student ability. Allows students to create a page in a vehicle such as Wixie and add pictures of additional objects that begin with that letter. The Wixie Stickers Library (Alphabet&gt;Images) contains a folder of images for each letter of the alphabet.
Record a sentence about each student's letter and what starts with the letter. Save the letter files and share Team Project from the Wixie button or the Projects button on Pixie. Share Unite students work together to create a class of ABC books! You can easily merge individual student pages using Wixie's Import Pages
feature. Create a title page and use Storyboard view to rearrange pages in alphabetical order. Print a copy to place it in your class library. Create a PDF version and send it to parents along with the project URL. You can also embedd the project in your class web page. Put your ABC book in another class. How students
discuss the page they create and choose each tag When you start this project, you will have already introduced each letter of the alphabet. Creating an alphabet book requires students to practice what they know about a letter. rubric-maker.com first opportunity to evaluate the understanding that your children create their
rubric with a selection of pictures for their cool letter. When students are looking for art and stickers with the same first voice, ask them about their choices to help determine understanding and identify misunderstandings. Each student's audio narration of their choices will give you an idea of verbal proficiency and reading
fluency. Sources Seuss, ABC by Dr. Seuss: An Amazing Alphabet Book! Random House ISBN-10: 0679882812 Martin, Jr, Bill and Archambault, John. Chicka Chicka Boom Boom. Aladdin. ISBN: 068983568X Van Allsburg, Chris. (1987) Z Was Zapped - 26 Actions a play. Houghton Mifflin. ISBN: 0395446120
Pics4Learning Animated A to Z Book Billy Bear's Alphabet Gaming Standards Common Core Standards for English Language Arts - Kindergarten Speaking and Listening Standards Information and Ideas Presentation5. Strategically use digital media and visual data displays to express information and improve
understanding of presentations. 6. Show the official English command when specified or appropriate, adapting the conversation to various contexts and communication tasks. Language Standards Writing agreements1. Show the command of standard English grammar and usage rules when writing or speaking. 2. Show
the command of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling rules as you type. ISTE Standards for Students 2016: 6. Creative Communication students express themselves clearly and creatively for a variety of purposes using platforms, tools, styles, formats and digital media that fit their goals. Students: a.
Choose the appropriate platforms and tools to meet the desired goals of your own creation or communication. b. create original works or response re-create or re-mix digital resources into new creations. d. publish or deliver content that customizes the message and media for their audience. What can your students
create? Ad Page 2 Five steps to improve learning in the classroom Create future-ready skills among content areas with these five design objectives The use of visual note-taking to create understanding by combining formal evaluation, technology and differentiated teaching Effective leaders and administrators should
consider teaching requirements, the expertise of teachers and the ultimate needs of students. Expand the concept of learning environments to more than just physical space to provide students with more opportunities for meaningful learning. You can use primary class activities to promote a diversity tolerance for young
students. to take advantage of their passions, connect to their world, make them experts and make their voices a platform. Use creative technology tools to create experiences that help students develop higher levels of thinking. Give students an assignment that encourages more high-level thinking, and the opportunity
for data dumping is virtually none. Learn how to integrate design thinking into the classroom to help students practice both creative and analytical thinking. Help students develop the feeling that they can change the world with design thinking. Transformations moving towards 21st century skills must be specific to each
region, school or organizational situation. Help students ask good questions to ensure interaction and effective learning. Our classes should engage all our students and give them high-level skills. This can be a challenge to connect with Millennials, these five ideas are about them and will help with them. Make the most
of your limited time in the computer lab. Students become teachers to create understanding and understanding Personalized and provide more time for small group learning Everyone can use new technologies to create their own teaching videos. If students can use computers at any time, they learn more as long as they
need it, and the school becomes more student-centered. New technologies can help transform traditional author work into a student-centered process. Create custom rubrics for your Rubric Maker Class on more sites to help you find success in your sample lead Class on the web and social media. Create custom chart
editors for your Chart Editor Maker Class. Pics4Learning Is a free curated, copyright-friendly image library for safe and educational. Training.
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